Attention 6th,7th and 8th Grade Artists!!!
It is time for the 2017-2018 Frankfort Tigers Yearbook Cover
Contest.
If you choose to enter, your cover design must:
o Be on 8½x11” white paper; vertical/portrait orientation
o Include a drawn image of a tiger
o Include the date 2017-2018 and the words Frankfort Tigers
o Be outlined in fine point black felt tip pen (do not use ball point pen).
o No pencil shading and no pencil lines can show; any shading must be done in
fine point black felt tip pen
o No color entries will be accepted
o The tiger must be hand drawn, not traced

Artwork must be approved before submission is accepted.

Entry Deadline: Wednesday October 18

The entry form must be handed in clipped to your entry (do not staple). Your name
should be on the entry form only. DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THE DESIGN.
You will be able to sign your work after the voting takes place.
All designs entered will appear in a photo collage in the yearbook.
Entries will be narrowed by a panel of judges and the top 10 designs will
be voted on by the school to find 1 winner.

If you have any questions or need advice see Mrs. Rogers in Art Room 1905.

Good Luck and Have Fun!
Entry Form
Name____________________________________
Grade____________________________________
Advisory teacher’s Name___________________
Please see reverse side for tips and advise on your design
In the past few years we have had a lot of strong competition! So here are
some tips from Mrs. Rogers to help you with your design.



Use a visual reference: It is nearly impossible to draw
something as detailed as a tiger from memory. So, before you
begin your design find a photograph of a tiger to use as a
reference. However, you may not use a popular tiger character
that was created by someone else, like Tigger from Winnie the
Pooh or Tony the Tiger.



Draw in pencil first: Your final product must be done in
black ink, but you can not erase it. So draw in pencil first and
make sure it is exactly as you want it before you outline in ink.



Use a very fine point felt tip pen: It is difficult to

draw detail with a thick black marker, and ball point pen does not
copy well. Consider using an ultra thin Sharpie or a similar pen for
your final outline.


Pay attention to the lettering: The entries that

usually work the best have a very well drawn tiger, but also very
well done lettering. Use a ruler to help you keep lettering straight
and draw letters in a clear, but interesting style.

 Be creative!!!
 Have fun!!! In the end, only one entry can win, no matter

how many beautiful entries we get. So, make this a fun activity,
enjoy the process of drawing and creating, and remember that all
entries will be pictured in the yearbook.

If you have questions or need advice ask Mrs. Rogers
Artroom 1905
brogers@fsd157c.org

